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Audio-visual tracking of concurrent speakers
Xinyuan Qian, Alessio Brutti, Oswald Lanz, Maurizio Omologo, Andrea Cavallaro
Abstract—Audio-visual tracking of an unknown number of
concurrent speakers in 3D is a challenging task, especially when
sound and video are collected with a compact sensing platform.
In this paper, we propose a tracker that builds on generative
and discriminative audio-visual likelihood models formulated in
a particle filtering framework. We localize multiple concurrent
speakers with a de-emphasized acoustic map assisted by the
image detection-derived 3D video observations. The 3D multi-
modal observations are either assigned to existing tracks for
discriminative likelihood computation or used to initialize new
tracks. The generative likelihoods rely on color distribution of
the target and the de-emphasized acoustic map. Experiments on
AV16.3 and CAV3D datasets show that the proposed tracker
outperforms the uni-modal trackers and the state-of-the-art
approaches both in 3D and on the image plane.
Index Terms—Audio-visual fusion, 3D multiple target tracking,
particle filter, concurrent speakers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tracking multiple targets that may produce sound is im-
portant to support sound source separation [1–3], speaker
diarization [4], and speech enhancement [5]. The location
of a target can be inferred by acoustic cues, estimated from
Sound Source Localization (SSL) methods, which often rely
on Direction of Arrival (DoA) or Time Difference of Arrival
(TDoA) estimates when the geometry of the microphone array
is known [6, 7]. However, acoustic cues may be inaccurate
because of background noise and reverberation. Moreover,
even a short overlap of sounds may disrupt source localization
[8, 9]. Similarly, visual cues are less discriminative because
of clutter and illumination changes. Finally, the presence of
multiple targets whose number may vary makes both audio
and video tracking tasks difficult.
Audio-visual fusion may help overcome the limitations of
uni-modal tracking [10–24]. In audio-visual tracking, audio
usually supports a visual tracker when targets are occluded or
outside the Field-of-View (FoV) of the camera [10, 11, 17, 22,
25]. However, these methods are generally sensitive to audio
outliers, especially in case with multiple concurrent speakers.
Moreover, effectively dealing with the inter-dependencies of
multi-modal observations is an unsolved problem in Multi-
Target Tracking (MTT). AV3T is an audio-visual multi-speaker
tracker based on a Particle Filter (PF) framework [24] that uses
signals from a single RGB camera co-located with a small
circular microphone array for MTT in 3D. AV3T derives 3D
video observations from face detections to support tracking
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without using a 3D sensor [26] or stereo vision [27]. However,
AV3T needs to know the number of targets in the scene.
In this paper, we present Audio-Visual 3D Tracking with
Video-assisted De-emphasized Maps (AV3T-VDM), an ex-
tension of AV3T to track an unknown number of speakers.
We propose interactive audio and video generative and dis-
criminative likelihoods to compensate for the respective uni-
modal weakness. AV3T-VDM enhances the data association
process with spatio-temporal consistency and audio-visual
features, to limit identity switches when targets overlap on
the image plane. We use 3D multi-modal observations to
initialize, de-activate and re-activate tracks. To the best of
our knowledge, AV3T-VDM is the first multi-target tracking
framework that can deal with 3D tracking of an unknown
number of concurrent speakers with a compact audio-visual
sensing platform.
II. BACKGROUND
Audio-visual trackers can be characterized in terms of track-
ing space, number of targets, sensor configurations, audio-
visual features, and likelihood models, data association and
fusion methods. Tab. I summarizes the most representative
works.
Tracking can take place on the image plane [10–15],
a ground plane [16, 17], or in 3D [18–24]. Multi-modal
estimates should be processed in a common space with
known camera-microphone calibration information. Compared
to Single Target Tracking (STT), MTT requires observation-
to-track assignments, which are challenging with multi-modal
signals. Audio-visual works cover both STT [12, 17–23] and
MTT [10, 11, 13–16, 24].
The likelihood models used for tracking can be catego-
rized as generative or discriminative [28, 29]. The genera-
tive likelihoods build adaptive models for target description
in specified feature space to find the best matching target
candidate [30]. For example, generative visual likelihoods
[10–14, 21–24] learn the target appearance representation
(e.g. color histogram) to search for the most similar image
sub-region. The corresponding target representations are then
updated online while suppressing the background. However,
the performance degrades in visually cluttered scene [30].
For example, MeanShift models a target with non-parametric
distributions of the color features and locates the target
with mode shifts [31]. MeanShift can be wrongly attracted
by background regions with similar color distributions. In
audio processing, generative audio likelihoods rely on the
derived spatial acoustic map, where the target position estimate
eventually converges to the spatial location with the highest
probability of including a sound source [19, 21–24]. However,
an acoustic generative tracker may converge to a nearby local
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TABLE I
Summary of the state-of-the-art (SoA) audio-visual tracking methods. Key – MS: Multiple Speakers; UNS: Unknown Number of Speakers; LM: Likelihood
Model (D: Discriminative; G: Generative); SSM: Sam Sparse Mean; GCC-PHAT: Generalized Cross Correlation with Phase Transfrom; ILD: Interaural
Level Difference; IPD: Interaural Phase Difference; DP-RTF: Direct-Path Relative Transfer Function; RTF: Relative Transfer Function; H: histogram; det.:
detection; loc.: location; CAMShift: Continuously Adaptive MeanShift; WPDA: Weighted Probabilistic Data Association; EM: Expectation–Maximization;
NN: Nearest Neighbor; TDoA: Time Difference of Arrival; PF: Particle Filter; PHD: Probability Hypothesis Density Filter; GM: Graphical Model; KF:
Kalman Filter; PSO: Particle Swarm Optimization; NA: information Not Available; -: information not applicable.
Ref Space MS UNS Audio Video Data Association FusionFeature LM Feature LM Method Feature
[10] Img X SSM D HHSV G NA NA PF
[11] Img X X SSM D HHSV G NA NA PHD
[12] Img GCC-PHAT D HRGB , change det. D*G WPDA HRGB , change det, TDoA PF
[13] Img X X ILD, IPD D HRGB , person det. D*G EM target image loc., HRGB , IPD GM+KF
[14] Img X X DP-RTF D face det. and embedding D*G EM target image loc., DP-RTF EM
[15] Img X X RTF D upper-body tracker D*G NN target image loc. GM
[16] Grd X GCC-PHAT D HNA (MeanShift) D NN target image loc. KF
[17] Grd GCC D person det. D - - KF
[18] 3D GCC-PHAT D HHSV (CAMShift) D - - PSO
[19] 3D GCC-PHAT G motion, face, upper-body det. D - - PF
[20] 3D GCC D face det. D - - PF
[21] 3D GCC-PHAT G HRGB G - - PF
[22] 3D GCC-PHAT G HRGB , face det. D+G - - PF
[23] 3D GCC-PHAT G HRGB G - - PF
[24] 3D X GCC-PHAT G HHSV , face det. D/G NN target image loc. PF
Prop. 3D X X GCC-PHAT D*G HHSV , face det. D*G WPDA target 3D loc., time, HHSV PF
maximum instead of the global maximum in the acoustic map.
Furthermore, a coherent noise source can wrongly attract the
tracker.
Discriminative likelihoods rely on a decision (e.g. an ob-
ject localization result) that separates the target from the
background [32]. For example, trackers with discriminative
visual likelihoods consider tracking as a binary classifica-
tion problem which locates the targets by maximizing the
foreground and background difference [33–35]. Among those
trackers, tracking-by-detection is the most widespread strategy,
where outputs from any object detectors/descriptors (e.g. either
based on hand-crafted features [36] or deep neural networks
[26, 37, 38]) are fed as inputs to the tracking algorithm to
retrieve trajectories [15–19]. Works in [39, 40] have exploited
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to produce image object
detections. Discriminative trackers can be designed to be
robust to target occlusions and pose variations [41]. However,
the tracking performance depends on the quality of the object
detector results. For audio, the discriminative likelihoods rely
on a sound source localizer which plays the role of an object
detector, where spatial acoustic observations are used as the
discriminative information to be fed into the tracking pipeline
[10–18, 20]. Discriminative acoustic trackers are less exposed
than generative ones to local maxima that may appear in the
acoustic map, but are affected by strong noise sources.
In MTT, data association is a significant stage to make
observation-to-track assignments. The association strategies
can be classified into three groups [42, 43]: (i) one-to-one
observation-to-track assignment at each time e.g. with a Near-
est Neighbor (NN) strategy; (ii) multiple-to-one observation-
to-track assignment at each time e.g. Weighted Probabilistic
Data Association (WPDA), and (iii) retrospect for the best
decision at a later time e.g. Multiple Hypothesis Tracking
(MHT). Among the three, NN, which assigns the most closest
observation to the track, is the most computational efficient
strategy [44]. However, it may produce over-confident es-
timates due to the integration of False Positive (FP) ob-
servations. The WPDA, which is well suited for multi-
modal signals, assigns multiple observations to a single track,
weighted by their probabilities [17]. The MHT considers
multiple association hypotheses over several past frames, and
has the highest complexity as the number of hypotheses grows
exponentially with time and cubically with the target number
[45].
The number of tracks varies according to the target number.
Thus, track initialization (birth) and de-activation (death) are
required. Strategies usually rely on the temporal persistence
of new observations and tracks, such as [13, 46, 47]. Within
a given time interval, a new track is initialized if consistent
un-associated observations appear in a nearby region. Existing
tracks that are not assigned with observations for a while will
be de-activated. However, modality absence or False Negative
(FN) observation may lead to incorrect de-activations.
For audio-visual fusion, Bayesian inference frameworks
may be used to estimate target states from noisy multi-modal
observations. Kalman Filter (KF) [13, 16, 17] is the optimal
solution under the assumptions of Gaussian noise and linear
state functions. The PF [10, 12, 19–24] and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) [18] approximate the target state for a
non-linear and non-Gaussian problem with particles (target
hypotheses). KF, PF and PSO require the prior knowledge
of the number of targets. PF is the most popular one in
fusing multi-modal data, due to its flexibility to support
different feature types [10] and the ability to recover lost
tracks [24, 48]. The Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD)
[11] estimates the number and states of targets by creating
the multi-target state and observation set and it is followed by
clustering as post-processing to provide identity labels. In [15],
a Graphical Model (GM) is built to incorporate speech signals
from localized sound sources to visually tracked targets where
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the audio-visual spatial-temporal coincidence further facilitates
speaker diarization. To avoid post-processed identity labelling,
in [14], a variational Expectation-Maximization (EM) algo-
rithm is derived where the observation-to-person association
is integrated inside the model.
In this paper, we present a novel strategy to better exploit the
complementary characteristics and the roles of audio and video
modalities. This allows us to estimate trajectories of multiple
concurrent speakers. The details of the proposed system are
described in the next sections.
III. AUDIO-VISUAL OBSERVATION
A. Overview
Let s1:t be the audio sample sequences captured by the mi-
crophone array. Let J1:t be the RGB image sequence captured
by the camera and synchronized with the audio. The camera
calibration parameters are denoted as Υ. We aim to estimate
the 3D location, of each target i ∈ It (where It is the set of
target ground truth identity labels) at time t = 1, ..., T (where
T is the total number of frames): pt,i = (xt,i, yt,i, zt,i)ᵀ
(where x, y, z are the individual 3D coordinates, and ᵀ is the
transpose of a vector).
The block diagram of our proposed algorithm AV3T-VDM
is shown in Fig. 1. We use PF as the underlying temporal pro-
cess, which approximates the posterior probability distribution
given noisy or partial observations with a group of weighted




t,i ), n = 1, ..., N} be the
particle set of track i at time t, where {·} denotes a set, p(n)t,i
and ω(n)t,i are the state vector and weight associated with the
nth particle, N is the number of particles, and t = tsi , ..., t
e
i ,
where tsi and t
e
i are the start and end time frame of track i. The
AV3T-VDM takes the multi-modal observations as the inputs.
It uses a data association strategy to label the observations
with track identities for likelihoods computation. To handle
the unknown number of targets, the re-activation, birth, and
de-activation processes are introduced. Track states are then
updated as the expectation over weighted particles. Finally,
we re-sample the particles (particles with higher weights are
duplicated while those with lower weights are eliminated) to
avoid sample depletion and predict the states for the next
iteration.
B. Video observation
We apply a face detector [38] on the image plane1 to
geometrically estimate the target 3D mouth location, given
the camera calibration parameters and the assumption of the
face diagonal size [24]. Let FVt = {fdt , d ∈ DVt } be the face
detection set at time t, where DVt is the detection index set
and fdt = (u
d, vd, wd, hd)ᵀt is the d
th face detection bounding
box. Correspondingly, OVt = {o
V,d
t , d ∈ DVt } is the 3D video
observation set where oV,dt is the observed 3D mouth position
1A face detector is preferred to upper-body/person detection [13] because









































Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed AV3T-VDM algorithm. For simplicity,
we only keep the identity label i for tracks while eliminating i in observations
and likelihoods. (green: audio-visual observation; yellow: PF framework;
blue: video generative likelihood; pink: audio generative likelihood; purple:
multi-modal likelihood; vSSL: video-assisted SSL; vdGCF: video-assisted de-
emphasized GCF. Notations: J1:t: images until time t; s1:t: audio signals;
Υ: camera calibration parameters; {fdt }d: the set of raw face detections;
{Cm}m: set of GCC-PHATs; FVt : the set of face detections; OVt ,OAt : the
set of 3D video, audio observations; ÔAVt , F̂
V
t : the set of associated obser-
vations and face detections; ǑAVt , F̌
V
t : the set of un-associated observations
and face detections; LV,Gt , L
A,G
t : video and audio generative likelihoods;





t and Ît: the predicted, new-born, de-activated and estimated
target identity label set (I′t = Ît−1); P̂t: the set of 3D target location
estimates; ⊕: set union; 	: set exclusion.)
projected from fdt . The image-to-3D projection (for the visual




where Ψ is the projection operator [49]. This projection
suffers from the object-camera distance ambiguity, unless
prior knowledge about the object size and camera calibration
information is available. Thus, we make an assumption on the
human face size in 3D, and denote W and H for the width
and height, respectively. oV,dt will be eliminated from set O
V
t
if it is outside the room range (assumed to be known), as well
as the corresponding fdt .
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We also adopt the 3D-to-image projection to enhance the
visual processing part and to compensate for mis-detections







where f̄ (n)t is the projected face bounding box on the image,
computed from a 3D hyper-rectangle derived from a particle
p
(n)
t , and Φ is the 3D-to-image projection operator. Detailed
descriptions of Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 can be found in [24].
C. Audio observation - single speaker
The TDoA estimates are spreadly used in acoustic local-
ization and tracking [50], which rely on the similarities of
audio signals captured by a microphone pair. A general way
to derive TDoA estimates is via finding the peak position of
the Generalized Cross Correlation (GCC) function [51]. Since
the signal amplitude depends on the speaker-array distance,
distortion, and attenuation, instead of GCC, GCC-PHAT [52]
is considered as a better formulation which only keeps the
phase information and thus is more robust in noisy and
reverberant environments. Therefore, our acoustic likelihood
is built on the GCC-PHAT estimates. Given the audio signals









where f indicates the frequency bin, Sm1 and Sm2 are the
Short-Time-Fourier-Transform (STFT) computed at the mth
pair with microphone indexes m1 and m2 (m = 1, ...,M
where M is the total number of microphone pairs). τ is the
inter-microphone time delay and ∗ is the complex conjugate
operator. Ideally, Cm(τ, t) exhibits a peak when τ equals the
actual TDoA.
The GCF [53] combines the GCC-PHAT from each micro-
phone pair in a unique representation, e.g. in the 3D space.
As a result, the TDoA inaccuracy resulting from any single






Cm (τm(p), t) , (4)
where τm(p) is the TDoA of microphone pair m, for a
source located at a generic 3D point p. The sound location
is estimated by picking the peak of the GCF.
The estimation of the distance of a sound source with a
small-size circular microphone array is typically inaccurate
[24, 54]. Moreover, the symmetry of a planar array causes
ambiguities in the TDoA estimation [55, 56]. To assist the 3D
SSL, we use the 3D video observation to suggest the most
likely speaker height plane to compute a 2D GCF, which is













where pVzt indicates a 3D point with the same z value of o
V
t .






















































Fig. 2. Example of the de-emphasis progress [57] at a microphone pair.
The red, black and cyan curves in the top, middle and bottom rows show
the original GCC-PHAT, the applied de-emphasis filter and the resulting de-
emphasized GCC-PHAT, respectively. The red (cyan) cross and circle indicate
the ground truth and the estimated GCC-PHAT peak of the dominant (non-
dominant) speaker.
D. Audio observation - multiple concurrent speakers
Finding the maxima in 3D GCF, as well as in a video-
suggested 2D GCF, represents an effective way to locate
a single sound source. However, in the case of concurrent
speakers, only the dominant one would eventually be found.
In order to locate secondary speakers, in this work we adopt
the iterative method described in [57], which de-emphasizes
the GCC-PHAT peak associated to the source found in the
previous iteration. Fig. 2 illustrates the de-emphasis progress
at a microphone pair. We can see that with de-emphasis, the
non-dominant speaker can be successfully localized.
Let us denote ḡV,e(p, t) as the video-assisted de-
emphasized GCF map i.e. vdGCF, where e = 1, ..., IE is the
de-emphasis index with IE the maximum concurrent speaker
number for each vdGCF. When e = 1, ḡV,e(p, t) = gV(p, t)
which localizes the dominant speaker. The iterative steps at
each video-suggested speaker height plane are listed as below:





Step 2: Compute the corresponding TDoA at each microphone










where c is the sound speed, fa is the audio sampling
frequency, pm1 and pm2 are the positions of the m
th
microphone pair and d·c is the operation that rounds a
number to the nearest integer.
Step 3: Generate the de-emphasized GCC-PHAT (Fig. 2, last
row):













Fig. 3. Elimination (green crosses) of the 3D audio observations detected at
a height plane of another video observation.
where δ(τ, τem(p
e
t )) is the de-emphasis filter (Fig. 2, middle
row), derived as [57]:
δ(τ, τem(p
e










where % controls the notch sharpness, and αδ is the
normalization factor that guarantees the same GCC-PHAT
sum at the mth microphone pair after de-emphasis:∑
τ C
e+1



















Finally, the corresponding vdGCF peak is thus computed as:
ḠV,e+1t = max ḡ
V,e+1(p, t). (11)
At a time frame, when multiple faces are detected, we
apply vdGCF at different video observation height planes. To
eliminate the 3D audio observation detected at a height plane
of the other video observation, after the vdGCF progress, we
compute the 3D distance between each video observation and
the audio observations. We eliminate the audio observations
with a larger distance to any video observations. Two audio
observations are considered from the same speaker if their
DoA difference is smaller than 2◦. Fig. 3 illustrates an exam-
ple. The 3D video observations from two targets (magenta and
purple diamonds) result in four audio observations (circles) on
the two planes. The audio observations (circles) with green
crosses are eliminated due to the large distance with both 3D
video observations.
The performance of the de-emphasis localization method
drops considerably when more than two concurrent
speakers are tracked [57]. To eliminate influence from
the noise, constraints are applied on the vdGCF results. Let
OAt = {o
A,e
t , e ∈ DAt } be the 3D audio observation set






t , d ∈ DAVt } be the 3D
audio-visual observation set. DAt and D
AV
t are the label
sets of audio and audio-visual observations, respectively. Let
ε(·, ·) be the euclidean distance between any two variables
indicated by ”·” in the bracket. And let ε(·, ·|ϑ) represents the
result of the euclidean distance comparison whose value will
be true if ε(·, ·) ≤ ϑ and false otherwise (ϑ is an arbitrary
variable). The following validation stages are introduced:
Stage 1: Peak validation: The GCF peak value can be used
to detect voice activities and to estimate the number of
active speakers [57]. Since the applied de-emphasis filter may
enhance the noise, a larger, less pronounced de-emphasized
GCF peak (than the original one) should be avoided. Thus,
the peak validation boolean flag for an observation with the












where ϑAg is the constant peak threshold.
ḠVt
2 is a temporal-
varying threshold to guarantee the large de-emphasized GCF
peak is resulting from a real sound source instead of the
residual of the original peak. We use {·} to indicate a logical
operator if ”·” includes comparisons or boolean results, and
is set to true if all the conditions hold.
Stage 2: Temporal-spatial validation: A real sound source
appears consecutively in a constrained spatial region. We
denote ǒ as a generic un-associated observation. The temporal-
spatial validation boolean flag for an un-associated 3D audio
observation ǒA,et is set to true if in the past t|∆t frames, for at
least ϑAV∆t frames, it is close to any other un-associated audio-

















where ϑAV3D and ϑ
AV
∆t are the 3D error and time thresholds.
t|ϑAV∆t indicates any ϑ
AV
∆t frames of t|∆t with t|∆t = [t−∆t, t).
With the proposed validation stages, the 3D audio observa-




ḡV,e(p, t), if ηpt ∧ ηst , (14)
where ∧ is the and operator which indicates the 3D audio
observation passes the peak and temporal-spatial validations.
PVzt are the 3D points with the same z value of oVt within the
room range.
Fig. 4 illustrates the 3D audio observations from vdGCF.
Influence of the dominant speaker (marked as the red circle in
Fig. 4(a)) has been eliminated while the effect from the second
speaker is enhanced, that results in a correct location estimate
(the cyan cycle in Fig. 4(b)) at the second speaker height plane
suggested by video. The pseudo-code of the multi-speaker
localization method with the de-emphasized GCF is provided
in Algorithm 1.
IV. MULTI-MODAL LIKELIHOOD
Our proposed multi-modal likelihood consists of the audio
and video generative likelihoods, LA,Gt,i and L
V,G
t,i ; and the
audio-visual discriminative likelihood, LAV,Dt,i :








Assuming that they are independent, likelihood components
are multiplied. On one hand, this promotes an equal contribu-
tion of each component. On the other hand, this formulation
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Normalized video-assisted acoustic map at different speaker height
planes: (a) the original map, vGCF, at the dominant speaker height plane;
(b) the de-emphasized map, vdGCF, at the secondary speaker height plane:
it de-emphasizes the dominant speaker (the red cross in Fig. 4(a)) to localize
the secondary speaker (cyan cross in Fig. 4(b)). Circles and crosses indicate
the location estimates and ground truth, respectively. Blue (yellow) represents
the region with a lower (higher) probability of including a sound source.
does not fully exploit the inter-dependencies of the multi-
modal likelihoods.
A. Generative Likelihoods
The video generative likelihood consists of the color spa-
tiogram [58]. It is used to find the image sub-region with
the highest similarity to the reference image (i.e. last face







f ), b = 1, ..., B (16)
where B is the number of bins per channel, rbf is the number
of pixels at image region f whose value is within the bth bin,
µbf and Σ
b
f are the spatial mean and covariance matrix of the
pixel coordinates, respectively. For each 3D hypothesis p, we
create a 3D hyper-rectangle and project it onto the image plane
to derive a face bounding box f̄t,i (Eq. 2). For simplicity, we
eliminate the time and identity index (t and i) in computing























where N is the normal distribution.
The likelihood is thus derived as:
LV,Gt,i (Jt|p) =
{
βt,i if βt,i ≥ ϑVG,
U(p) otherwise, (18)
where U is the uniform distribution and ϑVG is the spatiogram
similarity threshold.
When a 3D audio observation is associated to track i, we




ḡV,e(p, t) if ḠV,et,i ≥ ϑAG,
U(p) otherwise, (19)
Algorithm 1: De-emphasized GCF (for localization of
multiple concurrent speakers)
Input:
OVt : 3D video observations
{Cm}m: GCC-PHATs
Output:
OAt : 3D audio observations
for d ∈ DVt do
PVzt = {p
Vz
t } % create a set of 3D grid points
e = 1 % de-emphasis index
while e ≤ IE do
compute ḡV,e(PVzt , t) % vdGCF
compute ηpt , Eq. 12 % peak validation
compute ηst , Eq. 13 % temporal-spatial validation







ḡV,e(p, t) % peak value
e = e+ 1
end
end
% eliminate audio observation detected at the height
plane of the other video observation, Fig.3.
if |DVt | ≥ 2 then
e1 ∈ DAt
e2 ∈ DAt \ e1 % ”\” means exclusion
if εθ(oA,e1t ,o
A,e2















t % eliminate observation
end
end
where ḠV,et,i is the vdGCF peak computed among all the
particles belonging to track i, and ϑAG is the Voice Activity
Detection (VAD) threshold.
B. Discriminative Likelihoods
The main inaccuracy of the 3D video observations is due
to the scaling factor ambiguity in the image-to-3D projection
in Eq. 1. This occurs because our implementation assumes a
constant diagonal size of target faces. However, the face de-
tection bounding box size varies with different target identities
and their face orientations. In addition, a face detector is more
reliable on a frontal view and becomes weak when a face is
not oriented towards the camera [15]. Thus, in the camera’s
spherical coordinates, compared to the azimuth and elevation
estimates, the depth estimate is less accurate. Similar error
characteristics can be observed on the 3D audio observation
(Eq. 14). Due to the use of a small-size circular microphone
array, the depth estimate is less accurate than in the other
dimensions. Therefore, considering the error characteristics of
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the 3D observations, a multi-variant Gaussian model is built
in the sensor’s spherical coordinates.










AV) if DAVt,i 6= ∅,
U(p) otherwise,
(20)
where (̃·) indicates the location vector (·) in the sensor’s
spherical coordinates; DAVt,i is observation label set of track
i; ΣAV is the covariance matrix which accounts for the
observation reliability across different dimensions and it is
set to diagonal assuming independent error distribution as
discussed in [24]; αdt,i is the reliability measure derived from
the observation-to-track association which is defined in the
next section (in Eq.23).
In summary, the audio-visual discriminative likelihood helps
because (1) the video-assisted de-emphasized GCF provides
3D audio observations which compensate the error from
the video-only observations; (2) the 3D observation error is
modeled in individual spherical coordinate that separates the
inaccurate depth estimates from the other coordinates and (3)
it assists the tracker to manage a varying number of targets,
as described in the next section.
V. TRACK MANAGEMENT
For MTT, apart from data association between new ob-
servations and the existing tracks, additional stages such as
track birth, re-activation, and de-activation are introduced to





and Ît to denote the predicted, new-born, de-activated, and
estimated target identity label sets at time t, respectively. We
set I ′t = Ît−1 for the prediction to coincide with the previous
identity label set.
Data association assigns observations to tracks. The task is
challenging when targets are closer in the observation space
than the observation errors [59]. Observation uncertainties
make the association even more complicated. For example,
when the multi-modal system re-detects or misses a target,
tracks may have ID swaps or incorrect de-activations may oc-
cur. Furthermore, while observations from different modalities
may lead to more robust operation, they also further compli-
cate the association task. Since audio and video modalities
may generate different 3D observations from the same target
(as described in Sec. III), we use the WPDA strategy for
multiple-to-one observation-to-track assignment.
Gating is used to validate possible matching observations














where θ, φ,R denote the azimuth, elevation and radius of the
spherical coordinates, respectively. ε?(·, ·|ϑAV? ) indicates the
distance comparison result in coordinate ?. ϑAV? is the gating
limit which specifies the elliptic cone-shaped gate region.
Remind that {·} is a logical operation outputs true if all the
comparisons in ”·” satisfy.
The association of a gate-validated observation to a track
is based on minimizing the association distance, which is
computed using (i) the de-activation time; (ii) the visual














where tei is the end frame of track i, βt,i is computed in Eq.17
and Tn is the maximum de-activation time.
The reliability measure in the multi-modal likelihood






Re-activation and birth are applied to observations that
are outside the gating region. The un-associated observations,
denoted as ǑAVt = {ǒ
AV,d
t , d ∈ ĎAVt }, may result either
from a de-activated track or a new track. We re-activate a de-
activated track i at a detection with label d if the association
distance αdt,i is below a threshold A
R, and is smaller than
the association distance to any of the active tracks. Then, the
remaining un-associated observations are used to generate new
tracks: a new track will be assigned to ǒAV,dt if in the past t|∆t
frames, for at least ϑAV∆t frames, ǒ
AV,d
t is close to any other

















The pseudo-code of data association, track re-activation and
birth are given in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, respectively.
The variable q used for track re-activation and birth in Algo-
rithm 3 is Gaussian distributed noise whose covariance matrix
is the same as in the audio-visual discriminative likelihood
(ΣAV in Eq. 20), since ΣAV represents the observation error
allowance.
A track i is de-activated, if during the past time interval
t|∆t, it is not active or it overlaps with another track.
A track is considered as non-active if in t|∆t the likelihood




i.i.d.∼ U(p),∀ t ∈ t|∆t
}
, (25)
where i.i.d. means independent and identically distributed.













where ĩ indicates the label of any other tracks and p̄t|∆t,i is
the average target state estimate in t|∆t.
The pseudo-code of the de-activation process is given in
Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 2: Data association
Input:
FVt : face detections
OAVt : 3D audio-visual observations




t : associated, un-associated observations
F̂Vt , F̌
V
t : associated, un-associated face detections
for i ∈ I ′t and d ∈ DAVt do
compute Gt(i, d), Eq. 21 % gating score
compute At(i, d), Eq. 22 % association distance
end




if Gt(i?, d) then
ÔAVt,i? ← o
AV,d















We compare AV3T-VDM with the SoA methods [10, 11, 60]
on the AV16.3 [61] and the CAV3D dataset [24]. We first
describe the implementation details and evaluation measures
and then the benefits of the multi-modal likelihood modeling
and contributions of each component. Finally, we discuss the
results of the comparison and discuss the limitations of the
proposed tracker.
A. Implementation details
We validate AV3T-VDM on the multi-speaker sequences
of the AV16.3 and of the CAV3D datasets. With respect to
other audio-visual corpora, these two datasets are recorded
using small-size circular microphone arrays and standard RGB
cameras, and include sensor calibration information and 3D
target location as the annotations.
For the AV16.3 dataset, we use the same sequences specified
in [11] and [60]. The first circular microphone array and each
(of the three) corner cameras are used individually for the
experiments. For the CAV3D dataset, we use the multi-speaker
sequences (i.e. the CAV3D-MOT subset). Specifications of the
datasets and experiments are provided in Tab.II. The audio
sampling frequency fa is 16 kHz in AV16.3 and 96 kHz in
CAV3D while the video frame rate fv is 25 fps (360 × 288
pixels) and 15 fps (1024×768 pixels), respectively. Besides,
we list the number of sequences, summarize the total frame
number, the % of frames with target crosses and the % of
frames where a target is outside the camera’s FoV.
Algorithm 3: Re-activation and birth
Input:
{χt,i, i ∈ I ′t}: predicted tracks
{χt,i, i ∈ I−t }: de-activated tracks
ǑAVt : un-associated observations
F̌Vt : un-associated face detections
Output:
{χt,i, i ∈ I+t }: new-born tracks
for d ∈ ĎAVt and i ∈ I−t do










At(i, d) % re-activation label
p̂t,i+ = ǒ
AV,d









compute η+t , Eq. 24
if η+t then
i+ = |I ′t|+ 1
I+t ← i+ % new-born label
t0i+ = t % birth time
p̂t,i+ = ǒ
AV,d



















{χt,i, i ∈ I−t }: de-activated tracks
for i ∈ I+t ∩ I ′t do
if (t− t0i ) ≤ ∆t then
return % don’t de-activate new tracks
end
compute η−i , Eq. 25 % non-active
compute η×i , Eq. 26 % overlapped
if η−i or η
×
i then
I−t ← i % de-activation label
tei = t % de-activation time
end
end
We apply a CNN based face detector [38] on each frame
and geometrically extract mouth positions through the image-
to-3D projection (Eq. 2). The STFT window length for audio
processing equals to 212 (256 ms) and 215 (341 ms) for
AV16.3 and CAV3D respectively, with the overlapping factor
sets for one-to-one audio-visual frame correspondence; the
VAD threshold ϑAG for the acoustic generative model, is set
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TABLE II
Specifications of the datasets and experiments.
AV16.3 CAV3D
Image frame rate 25 fps 15 fps
Image resolution 360× 288 1024× 768
Audio sampling rate 16 kHz 96 kHz
Training sequences seq08,11,12,18,19 CAV3D-SOT subset
Testing sequences seq24, 25, 30, 45 CAV3D-MOT subset
# fr: total (2, 3 speakers) 8512 (6276, 2236) 2455 (1571, 884)
% fr: target crosses 21.0% 27.9%
% fr: target outside FoV 27.7% 37.1%
to 0.1 and 0.03 correspondingly2, with the multi-speaker
localization threshold ϑAg = 1.5ϑ
A
G; the number of bins per
color channel is B = 8 and the visual spatiogram threshold ϑVG
equals 0.4; (W,H) = (14, 18) cm is an approximate average
size of the central region of a face, which is fixed for every
target; the thresholds in data association is set as Tn = 100
frames, ϑAV? = (15
◦, 15◦, 1.5m). The activation time ∆t in
data association, birth, and re-activation, and de-activation
stages is set as ∆t =5 frames, with the time and 3D validation
ϑAV∆t = ∆t−1 and ϑAV3D = 0.3m (Eq. 13); all the microphone
pairs are used for GCF computation, thus M = 28; the
particle number (per target) is N = 50; the covariance
matrix in the audio-visual discriminative likelihood (Eq. 20) is
ΣAV =diag(2◦, 2◦, 0.4m); the maximum concurrent speaker
number IE for each vdGCF is set to 2, as such in [57],
considering the degrading performance with the presence of
more speakers; % is set to 1.3 empirically; the re-activation
threshold AR is set to 5, which is the item number in At
(Eq. 22).
Parameters are optimized on the training sequences (seq08,
11, 12, 18 and 19 in AV16.3 and the CAV3D-SOT subset),
which are not used for testing. Excluding parameters related
to the audio sampling rate (that differs considerably), we
use the same parameters for both datasets. Given the rather
different room geometries and target behaviours, the proposed
AV3T-VDM proves to be effective and extendable in different
conditions.
For the tracking results, we repeat the experiments for 10
iterations and report the mean and the standard deviations (the
number after ”±”) as the final results.
B. Performance measures
We use Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy (MOTA) and
Optimal SubPattern Assignment for Tracks (OSPAT) to quan-
titatively evaluate the performance of different tracking algo-
rithms. The symbols ’↑’ and ’↓’ mean ’the higher the better
results’ and ’the lower the better results’, respectively.
Different from Mean Absolute Error (MAE), which only
measures the average error over the whole sequence without
considering the instant error made by a tracker, MOTA [62]
is a more expressive metric that combines three sources of









2Note that different audio parameters are due to different audio sampling
frequencies in the two datasets.
TABLE III
Comparison between our proposed AV3T-VDM likelihood and the one used
in [24]. Results are given as the mean and standard deviations (the number
after ’±’) over 10 iterations. fps: frame per second.
Likelihoods OSPAT↓ MOTAimg ↑ MOTA3D ↑ fps
AV16.3 [24] 11.5±0.9 77.9±4.9 27.7±9.0 5.3prop. 9.5±0.9 85.6±3.6 65.0±1.2 3.2
CAV3D [24] 15.4 ±2.2 71.2±5.0 35.5±5.3 1.6prop. 15.2±1.3 75.4±4.1 45.3±2.4 1.3
where GT t is the number of ground truth targets at time t.
Note that MOTA ∈ (−∞, 100] and it may be negative in cases
when the number of errors made by the tracker exceeds the
target number in the scene. MOTA is evaluated both in 3D
(MOTA3D) as well as on the image plane (MOTAimg).
The OSPAT [63] considers the cardinality differences be-
tween the ground truth and the estimated target set [64], which
is suitable for evaluating tracking with a varying number of
targets. It also allows us to make a direct comparison with the













where ΓÎt,It indicates the set of maps: γ : 1, ..., |Ît| →
1, ..., |It|. ε(c)(·) is a function defined as min (c, ε(·)) where c
is the cut-off value controls the penality assigned to the identity
and localization errors. a is a metric order which relates to the
sensitivity to the outliers.
Apart from MOTA, Multiple Object Tracking Precision
(MOTP) is another popular MTT evaluation metric which
eliminates the instant error and presents the average position
error among all the correctly tracked targets [62]. We don’t
use this metric here since this information is already included
in OSPAT.
In this paper, MOTAimg considers FP with the state whose
pixel error is smaller than 115 of the image diagonal size,
where MOTA3D considers FP with ϑAV3D . OSPAT in Eq. 28
is computed with c and a set to 35 and 2 respectively, as such
in [10, 11, 60].
C. Multi-modal likelihood evaluation
We evaluate the proposed multi-modal likelihood (Eq. 15)
and the data association method (Algorithm 2), by replacing
the counterparts in the tracking framework of [24]. For the
experiment, we use the same sequences as in [24] and assume
a known number of targets to eliminate the influence of track
initialization and de-activation. Tracks are initialized at the
ground truth.
The comparison results are given in Tab. III. The execution
time given in the last column was measured running the
algorithms on a 3.4 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770 CUP.
From the results, we can see that AV3T-VDM provides a better
tracking accuracy both on the image plane and in 3D which
compensates the slower processing speed. Large improvements
can be observed in terms of MOTA3D. This is because in
[24], MOTA3D becomes very small due to the inaccurate 3D
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Localization of multiple concurrent speakers: when (a) two targets
are inside the camera’s FoV (the triangular region surrounded by the two
white dashed lines) and (b) an active speaker is outside the FoV. (yellow
crosses: ground truth; red and cyan indicate the two identities; squares: video
observations; diamonds: audio observations.)
TABLE IV
Mean Absolute Error (m) of the target 3D location estimates on single
speaker sequences of the AV16.3 dataset: v-SSL (video-based SSL):
image-to-3D projection from face detections [38]; va-SSL (video-assisted
SSL): GCF on video-assisted speaker height plane.
seq01 seq02 seq03 seq08 seq11 seq12 seq15
v-SSL 0.177 0.183 0.117 0.155 0.331 0.197 0.192
va-SSL 0.167 0.174 0.105 0.124 0.236 0.196 0.115
video observations, or the ID switches when targets overlap
on the image. Compared to [24], improvements from the
AV3T-VDM likelihood are mainly because of the 3D multiple
concurrent speakers localization for acoustic discriminative
likelihood modelling. In this case, acoustic information from
the non-dominant speakers can compensate for the 3D video
observation inaccuracies. A graphical example is depicted in
Fig. 5(a) where the audio observation (cyan diamond) is closer
to the ground truth (yellow cross) than the video observation
(cyan square). Besides, the new acoustic discriminative like-
lihood may contribute a reliable 3D audio observation also
when an active speaker is outside the camera’s FoV, such as
in Fig. 5(b). In this case, the detected audio observation may
trigger a new track for an appearing target or re-activate a de-
activated track which has stayed outside the camera’s FoV for
a long period3.
D. Ablation study on the AV3T-VDM components
Compared to the audio-only SSL (i.e. GCF [53]), the
video-assisted localization method brings several benefits [24],
such as (i) reducing the searching space from 3D to a 2D
plane parallel to the ground for an improved localization
accuracy and (ii) eliminating the TDoA ambiguity resulting
from the symmetric configuration of the circular microphone
array. The improvements provided by the video-assisted audio
localization are evident in Tab. IV, where the proposed method
3video sample: https://tinyurl.com/y4q8r8of
TABLE V
Influence of each likelihood component in the proposed AV3T-VDM
tracking framework. ’X’ indicates the likelihood is used. The audio-visual
discriminative likelihood LAV,D is decomposed into audio (d ∈ DAt ) and
video parts (d ∈ DVt ), respectively. Results are given as the mean and





LA,G LV,G MOTA3D ↑ MOTAimg ↑ OSPAT↓
1 X X X X 43.2±3.7 82.3±3.5 15.9±1.5
2 X X 30.3±3.7 72.4±3.2 19.8±1.2
3 X X 29.7±6.9 70.5±6.9 18.2±1.9
4 X X 39.4±5.9 74.7±4.1 17.8±2.0AV
16
.3
5 X X 29.6±7.9 71.7±7.9 18.5±2.3
1 X X X X 50.6±3.1 77.1±0.7 15.8±0.5
2 X X 49.8±2.2 76.7±1.6 15.9±0.5
3 X X 43.7±3.5 76.5±2.0 15.6±0.7
4 X X 23.6±6.9 76.8±2.3 22.0±1.0CA
V
3D
5 X X -4.2±12.6 69.5±6.8 23.4±1.5
is compared against the video-based localization (image-to-
3D projection from detected faces, Eq.1) in terms of MAE
on single-speaker sequences in the AV16.3 dataset. Note that
we use single-speaker sequences to disentangle other factors
which affect the overall performance and are dealt with by the
tracking framework.
We evaluate the influence of each likelihood component
on AV3T-VDM by removing the others from the tracking
framework. Tab. V shows the comparison results where ’X’
means the likelihood is used. For example, in the 1st row of
both datasets, ’X’ is placed under LA,D, LA,G, LAV,D(d ∈
DAt , D
V
t ), this indicates all the likelihood models are used for
tracking. From the comparison results, we can see that the
discriminative model (Eq. 20) is significant for a good 3D
tracking accuracy: when removing it from the framework (4th
row, which only uses the generative models), MOTA3D gets
the lowest value among all the others. This is because when
occlusion happens, the visual generative likelihood either fails
to recover the trajectory of the occluded target or swaps the
targets’ identity labels. For the audio generative likelihood,
when targets are close in 3D, the de-emphasized acoustic map
may produce two nearby peaks, which either results in track
overlap or identity swap. Even though the generative models
are not as crucial as the discriminative ones, they still bring
improvements, especially during short-term absence of the
discriminative models (no 3D observations). A video sample
is provided4. In summary, by letting generative and discrim-
inative multi-modal likelihoods interact, uni-modal weakness
is compensated for the best tracking performance both in 3D
and on the image plane.
Since the face detection plays an important role in
AV3T-VDM to generate the 3D video observations and to
assist the acoustic map computation, we evaluate the influence
of the face detector. Fig. 6 shows the variations of the tracking
results when we randomly remove 0%, 20%, 40%, 60% and
80% detections from the tracking framework. The mean values
over 10 repetitions are listed on top of each bar while the
standard deviations are indicated after the symbol ”±”. The
performance on the image plane (i.e. MOTAimg and OSPAT)
4video sample: https://tinyurl.com/y2nn6azu

































































Fig. 6. Influence of removing % of face detections on (a) MOTA3D ; (b) MOTAimg and (c) OSPAT, in AV16.3 and CAV3D, respectively (The mean value
over 10 repetitions are listed on top of each bar while the standard deviations are indicated after the symbol ”±”. Blue, red, orange, purple and green indicate
removing 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% of the face detections).
TABLE VI
Tracking results on the AV16.3 dataset as the mean and standard deviations
(std) over 10 iterations.
OSPAT ↓ MOTAimg ↑ MOTA3D ↑
seq-C [60] [10] [11] prop. [10] [11] prop. prop.
24-1 22.3 15.7 18.7 11.2 60.3 37.4 89.4 62.4
24-2 17.6 15.9 17.3 15.3 71.9 68.0 91.0 48.3
24-3 28.2 14.5 15.6 17.3 61.0 53.3 91.0 39.8
25-1 21.5 16.4 18.1 11.7 43.0 39.6 94.8 58.6
25-2 19.2 14.8 15.8 13.9 65.6 54.5 85.9 49.4
25-3 29.4 15.6 18.1 12.6 66.6 57.7 91.2 50.6
30-1 36.0 18.8 22.5 19.5 46.5 41.4 40.8 7.2
30-2 28.4 16.2 18.2 19.3 60.3 54.1 82.7 37.3
30-3 34.6 20.7 20.9 20.0 49.3 47.1 64.7 27.5
45-1 NA 23.4 23.9 15.7 29.5 32.5 87.5 53.4
45-2 NA 21.8 23.8 16.6 49.4 41.2 88.3 55.7
45-3 NA 23.7 22.1 17.4 44.4 48.6 80.1 28.0
mean 26.3 18.1 19.6 15.9 54.0 48.0 82.3 43.2
±std NA ±0.6 ±0.4 ±1.5 ±3.0 ±2.1 ±3.5 ±3.7
TABLE VII
Tracking results on the CAV3D dataset as the mean and standard deviations
(std) over 10 iterations..
OSPAT ↓ MOTAimg ↑ MOTA3D ↑
seq [11] prop. [11] prop. prop.
22 28.5 13.2 52.4 97.4 69.0
23 19.7 14.7 96.1 70.0 53.7
24 17.9 12.8 45.8 64.0 21.2
25 28.4 20.7 47.7 82.6 39.6
26 27.4 17.6 38.4 71.5 69.5
mean 24.4 15.8 56.1 77.1 50.6
±std ±1.1 ±0.5 ±7.9 ±0.7 ±3.1
drops gradually with more face detection removal. MOTA3D
has different variation tendencies on the AV16.3 and the
CAV3D dataset. For the CAV3D dataset, MOTA3D has a
significant decrease with a larger face removal percentage.
However, for the AV16.3 dataset, MOTA3D is stable unless
80% of detections are removed. This difference results from
the more challenging acoustic environment in CAV3D, which
includes: stronger room reverberation, more frequent non-
direct head orientations and larger distances of the speakers
from the sensing platform. In this case, when we remove face
detections, the 3D audio observations are less accurate than the
ones in AV16.3, leading to different MOTA3D performance in
the two datasets.
E. Comparisons with state-of-the-art methods
Tab. VI and Tab. VII display the tracking results of different
methods [10, 11, 60] on the AV16.3 and the CAV3D dataset.
[60] is a visual SoA multi-speaker tracking method without
audio usage, we report their results here to emphasize the
benefits of audio-visual fusion. Results of [10] and [11] are
generated by running their provided source code5 where we
optimize the parameters on the training sequences.
Compared to the SoA trackers performed on the 2D image
plane [10, 11, 60], the proposed AV3T-VDM algorithm con-
siders a higher tracking dimension i.e. 3D, which introduces
more uncertainties in multi-modal processing. Even though,
the comparison results still demonstrate clear improvements
in both datasets. This is mainly due to the fact that in the
three SoA methods, the audio modality only plays an assistant
role to guide the visual tracker. Thus, the performance drops
significantly during video failure, such as unfavourable targets’
orientations or targets outside the camera’s FoV, or when the
audio observation is unreliable. Differently, in our AV3T-VDM
pipeline, audio is also guided by the video and it is still
processed independently during the absence of video infor-
mation. For example, when a target talks outside the camera’s
FoV, AV3T-VDM updates the likelihood using the acoustic
generative model, as well as the discriminative model if a 3D
acoustic observation is validated (Fig. 5(b)). Besides, since
AV3T-VDM adopts 3D target tracking, apart from the image
plane information, the target-sensor distance information can
also be used to improve the tracking performance.
F. Limitations
Limitations of AV3T-VDM include (i) dealing with reflected
sounds that generate consistent FP observations, which may
result in an incorrect new-born track when a speaker faces
a wall and (ii) target re-identification after a long absence
of a speaker from the FOV of the camera, especially when
the target re-enters with a non-frontal view6. In this case,
the spatiogram component of the association distance may
fail because the reference image, updated with the latest face
detection, is less discriminative as the target is captured from
very different viewpoints.
VII. CONCLUSION
We presented AV3T-VDM, a particle filtering framework
using audio-visual signals captured from a small-size sens-
ing platform to perform multiple target tracking in 3D.
AV3T-VDM relies on a video-assisted de-emphasized acoustic
5http://personal.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/W.Wang/codes/AV A PF.html
6video sample: https://tinyurl.com/yyvau6zg
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map to localize multiple concurrent speakers in 3D and on
a joint multi-modal discriminative and generative likelihood
modeling. A distinctive feature of AV3T-VDM is its track
management with cross-modal cues to handle an unknown
number of targets. AV3T-VDM can track multiple concurrent
speakers with good tracking performance both in 3D and on
the image plane.
Directions for future work include the adaptation of the 3D
face diagonal size to reduce inaccuracies in the image-to-3D
face detection projection and the inclusion of biometric acous-
tic features of each individual to enrich the audio likelihood
modeling.
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